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REUNION ARCHAEOLOGICAL EXPEDITION UNCOVERS
SITE OF ANCIENT MILITARY ENCAMPMENT
In 1955 Ray Anderton and Bruce Axberg
posed for a photograph in the street at the back
door of our home at barracks building 15-B-9. 55
years later an expedition consisting of Bruce Axberg, Bill Hay, Lew White and Hu Campbell trekked
to the site where the barracks once stood. Guided
by a Google Earth photograph, prepared by the able
geographer Bob Farmer, the expedition wound its
way over modern paved streets until it arrived at a
location where the site could be viewed from a distance of 500 yards. The area where the neighboring
M. P. Company barracks stood is now the site of a
family housing unit. The intrepid explorers walked
around the housing unit and entered an open field.
It was here that 15-B-9 once stood.

15-B-9 as it appeared in 1955

The

asphalt of the Company street upon
which Andy and Bruce stood in the 1955 photograph is still in the field. It extends the full length
of the barracks site and still curves toward the area
where our supply building was.
Curbs which
marked parking sites are still intact in the yard-high
underbrush.

Andy and Bruce standing in our Company street
in 1955. Notice the two poles to Andy’s right
and Morro Hill on the horizon just above his
head. (Curse that back breaking hump of rock!)

15-B-9 as it appeared in 1955

The deep defile that existed between 15-B-9
and the M.P. barracks has been filled and the entire
area graded to a gradual hill from the former site of
15-B-9 rising to the level of the new Housing Units.
The asphalt road on which we traveled to chow (or
began our morning run) no longer exists. Little or
nothing remains to show that we were ever
there…...except fond memories.

August 2009. A photograph taken from the
same approximate location as the 1955 photo.
Both of the poles are still standing. This photo
shows the shorter pole and Morro Hill. Bill Hay
adds stature to the scene.

ANAHEIM REUNION
AFTER ACTION REPORT
A first person Total Fabrication from airport shuttle
to airport shuttle from the shaky hand of
Hu Campbell.

OR
WHAT HAPPENS IN ANAHEIM
STAYS IN ANAHEIM
(Hopefully)

Arrived

at Anaheim Mariott at 1520
25Aug2009 and effected rendezvous with
Cpl. Bill Hay and Capt. Lew White who
were manning an OP in the hotel lobby
near the door. Lew and his lovely wife
Mary had driven their fifth wheel home to a
park near the hotel. Hugs and greetings
dispensed with, Campbell registered at billeting and all hands retired to the nearest
pub (approximately 50 meters away) for libation. 3 beers $19.00. Short discussion
thereafter about a friendlier and less pecuniary alternate watering hole. Recon Battalion CP not yet established; we sought
the location of the Command Post of the
Bodfish Chapter of the 1st Marine Division
Association. At Nashville last year we discovered that fellowship with the Bodfish
suited our temperament well. After a short
reconnaissance of the area and extensive
interrogation of the natives, we were directed to the basement. There we found
the Bodfish deeply engrossed in fishy fellowship and fish-cracker munching even at
that early hour of the afternoon.

While

in repose in the most hospitable
company of the Bodfish, we discussed
plans for future operations. We decided to
visit MCRD, San Diego the following day
(Wednesday) and Camp Pendleton on
Thursday. Friday was reserved for the Battalion luncheon and a visit to the First Recon Battalion’s camp. As we drank water
at the Bodfish well we discovered that it altered attitudes rapidly and had a tendency
to make us smile and talk a lot.

We

all agreed that the Bodfish around
us (who also smiled a lot and talked loudly)
were kin indeed. We had found a home.

The arrival of Bill’s lovely wife Cherie
was followed by talk of dinner. Bill and
Cherie feted Lew and Hu to an excellent repast at Buca di Beppo a great Italian restaurant nearby. (No, Bill, I didn’t remember
it…….I had to ask you for the spelling).
Upon our return to the Mariotte we were
unable to convince Cherie to accompany us
back to Bodfish………where we retired
forthwith until we heard a distant bugle
playing a late taps.
Wednesday morning, after Starbucks in
the hotel lobby, Bill and Hu were underway, along with a full half of earth’s humanity, on the road to San Diego. It was
not like the trip in 1954 on highway 101.
Bill’s Lexus rode better than a Greyhound
or a Six-By.
En-route

we diverted to a restaurant
and enjoyed a “Son Of A Beach” breakfast.

Our

first sight of the MCRD was startling to a wide-eyed Hu. The “Grinder” was
now much smaller than 1954…….and the
Quonset Hut city had been replaced by a
series of two-story dormitory-like barracks.
The buildings on the east, north and south
sides of the grinder seemed very familiar
and a contrast the totally different western
side.
Our immediate objective was the
Day Command Museum. The museum is
dedicated to Major General Day who was a
Platoon Commander with our Recon Company in Korea. A marvelous series of exhibits occupied us for two hours or so in
the 100+ degree heat. We visited the museum store and bought souvenirs. Bill left
with a commemorative K-Bar fighting knife.

Our next stop was the Drill Instructor’s

School. We remembered that Sgt. Major
Massaro (Gunny) had been in charge of the
school more than once. We hoped to find
evidence of him there. We were told that
his picture was displayed at one time, but
that it had been taken down. A young Marine volunteered to find it for us, which he
did. As we exited the DI School we noticed
that a great number of Recruits were assembled in front of the Theater on the
south end of the grinder. We learned that
they were there in connection with graduation.
We also found that the current
graduating class of the DI School was practicing their graduation ceremony on the
grinder in front of the school.

Before

leaving the Depot we walked to
the south end of the grinder to look for yellow footprints on the pavement. We both
remembered them in front of the Receiving
Barracks…………..which was on the eastern side when we were recruits. We found
ancient faded yellow prints where we remembered them……but they no longer led
to Receiving. A newer set of footprints was
before a door on the south end. One set
had been replaced with bronze and a
plaque indicated that President Kennedy
had stood in them during a visit in 1960.

We

photographed one another standing
on the prints. Déjà vu. What memories
the exercise evoked.

While traveling south on the road behind the new barracks buildings Hu recognized the exact location of his Platoon’s
Street of huts while there in 1954. Memories of ice plant, precisely positioned and
carefully watered in front of each hut came
to mind. The earth is now all dry sand.
A building which served as the head and
showers still stood there on the western
side of the road.
Hu remembered the
“clunk—clunk” of candy machines which
circled the building under an overhang.
The sound would be followed by the clap of
running feet and a sentry’s “Halt ! Who
goes there? God help the poor unfortunate

Bill Hay assumes the classic “squared
away” skinhead pose in the yellow footprints at the new location of Receiving
Barracks. (DID WE FORGET WHERE WE
PUT OUR LITTLE THUMBS? AND
WHAT’S THAT IN YOUR LITTLE HAND
SKINHEAD? !!!)
who was caught with candy in hand, on
breath, lips or with other evidence detected
by the bloodhound instincts of the Junior
Drill Instructor whose sleep had been interrupted by apprehension of the offender.

Recon Rendezvous

Our return trip was slowed considerably
by an accident on the highway.

Shortly after out arrival back at the
Mariotte at Anaheim we were soon greeted
by Lew (Captain White) and Bruce Axberg.
Hallelujah! Bruce is here ! Hugs, handshakes and backslaps dispensed with we
found ourselves reunited with a brother after nearly 55 years. Bruce was not properly covered so we produced another cap
for him and distributed gift hatpins obtained at the Day Museum earlier.
Soon after the Axberg reunion we were
greeted by the lovely personage of Pamela
Tucker…..announcing the arrival of herself
and Sgt. Bob Luster who had driven from
Escondido to be with us. Bob was busily
engaged with his pipe outside the building
and Pamela was exhausted from the heat.
More hugs and kisses. After a short catchup conversation Pamela presented Hu with
a CD copy of a map of Khangwa-do Island,
Korea which Captain Eugene Breeze had
loaned her at the Quantico Reunion in
2007. The map was used by the Company
on patrols in 1954.

specifically to commemorate our elevation
to such a high estate) so we all agreed to
return at 2000 that evening (Wednesday)
for the solemn ceremony.

A quick time check told us that we
would have to double-time to chow and
back in order to keep the appointment that
we had just made. We had another bigorange and all hands headed for the Café
del Sol, Mariotte Hotel for dinner.
At

the conclusion of dinner we were
prompt in our descent back to the Bodfish
in time for attitude adjustment before becoming Bodified at 2000.
After a short period of orientation and
several attempts at rote memorization of
the oath to be taken the candidates were
assembled (much like a small school of fish
except in a more military fashion of two
ragged ranks dressed horizontally). Some
of the candidates had used up all their energy in the days strenuous activities and
(in deference to their age and condition)
were allowed to sit while reciting the oath.

Our entire entourage retired immediately to the Bodfish pool for relaxation and
rehydration…….a popular first-aid maneuver in the extreme California heat. The waters in which the Bodfish swam proved efficacious and we all talked loudly and a
lot…..!
While

at the Bodfish we were approached
by the “Company Gunny”, a
wonderful example of “mastersergeantship”
who announced that we were prime candidates for life membership as Bodfish….(for
real—not just as guest sippers). We all
agreed that we would be present at 2000
on Thursday for an induction ceremony.
He (the Gunny) announced that he would
not be present but that we would be
treated fairly. We wanted the old Gunny to
officiate at our “Bodification” (a term coined

The Bodfish oath is administered to
Bruce Axberg, Lew White, Bob Luster,
Bill Hay and Hu Campbell (seated). By
special arrangement, an oath tutor stood
behind the Company Gunny as the solemn words were read repeated.

CAMP PENDLETON REVISITED AFTER 55 YEARS

Thursday

morning found Bill, Bruce,
Lew and Hu on the wide road leading south
to Camp Pendleton. We stopped at Capistrano for a 10,000 calorie breakfast and
then found ourselves in line at the “rear”
gate to the Base.

As the expedition passed through Camp
San Onofre (Tent Camp #2 in our day)
nothing was recognizable. What had been
an isolated assemblage of Quonsets and
tents was now a modern complex housing
the School of Infantry and several other associated units. Absolutely nothing looked
familiar until we neared Camp Horno and
then we noticed smoke on the horizon. The
impact area was afire at several locations
as it so often was in the distant past. We
thought of the countless tons of artillery
and mortar rounds that had fallen there
over the years.

an escort and we began to look at the
framed photographs which covered the
walls of the building’s corridors. We soon
found the familiar faces of our Gunny,
John R, Massaro and of George (“Robin”)
Cunningham. Other faces were familiar
but fading memories concealed the names.

During

our visit we met the Battalion
Medical Officer and several other senior
NCO’s of 1stMSOB. As we were leaving we
were greeted by the Commanding Officer,
Lt. Colonel Jeffrey Tuggle. We received invitations to attend the Battalion’s Warrior/
Raider Day which was scheduled for the
24th of September.

Bill,

who has visited the base many
times over the years, and Lew, who spent
nearly as many years in the Corps after we
left in the 50’s, were not as wide-eyed as
Hu and Bruce who were on an adventure.

The

expedition to the former location
of 15-B-9 is featured on the front page of
this issue.

Conversation

found its way to a discussion of photographs of some of our former
comrades which Bill had seen on the walls
of the headquarters building of 1st Force
Recon. We decided to see if they were still
there. We were surprised that the building
now houses the headquarters of the 1st
Marine Special Operations Battalion. We
presented our selves to the NCO in the
lobby and requested permission to look at
the pictures. The young Marine found us

Lew White, Bill Hay, Hu Campbell and
Bruce Axberg visit the 1st Marine Special Operations Battalion during their
visit to Camp Pendleton
Our next issue will feature the 1st Marine
Special Operations Battalion Warrior/
Raider day which was attended by Bob
Farmer, Bill Hay and Hu Campbell on
September 24th.

During

our exploration of Area 15 we
found one or two buildings which proved to
be of a vintage which suited our own antiquity. We were unable to remember precisely what the building had been in our
time.

No

visit would be complete without a
visit to the PX……..which resembled a WalMart in size. We were not able to find anything with the First Marine Division Logo
on it. Lew wanted a white T-shirt but left
without it.

We

arrived back at the Anaheim
Mariotte just in time to visit the Bodfish before keeping an appointment for a cook-out
at Bill and Cherie’s in Huntington Beach.
We enjoyed great hospitality and fellowship
while master cook Bill sizzled the beef.

Friday

dawned just as hot as the previous three days. We all traveled back to
Pendleton for the 1st Recon Battalion Annual Luncheon which was held at the Base
NCO Club. Colonel Kershew had prepared
two tables for the 50’s geezers and their 1st
Recon Bn. Guests. We had the honor to
sponsor members of the Battalion at the
luncheon.

At the luncheon we were each presented
with a copy of the recently published book
“Elite” which features the 1st Marine Division Hq. Bn. Reconnaissance Company in
Korea. Col. Kershaw informed us that he
had copies of the book but had not been
told what they were for. We informed him
that the books were purchased from the
publisher by Colonel Herbert Oxnam, a
Platoon Commander in the Company in Korea. We presented a list of former Company members to Col. Kershaw and he and
Bill Hay arranged for books to be shipped
to Hu, Campbell. Hu subsequently mailed
the books to the former Company members.
At the end of the luncheon we
learned that Colonel Oxnam had been extracted from his mortal mission in July.

Guest

speaker at the luncheon was Lt.
Col Michael J. Mooney the Commanding
Officer of the 1st Reconnaissance Battalion.
At the conclusion of the luncheon Lt. Col.
Mooney invited us to visit the Battalion’s
camp to view a static display of their weapons and equipment.

Bill Hay and Lew White get the skinny
on two of the Battalion’s personal weapons while at the Battalion’s static d i s play

At the 1st Recon Battalion Luncheon

UPDATE:
FOUND
ALIVE—
READ
YER EMAIL!

Has anyone seen or had any
contact with this man. He
fell overboard after Nashville
and has not been heard from
since. We all miss him.

Upon

our return to Anaheim all hands
migrated downward to the Bodfish Command Post where the loud talking was well
in progress. We were at home, indeed, now
being fully indoctrinated life members of
the Bodfish clan . Our group had been reduced by two. Bob Luster and Pamela had
returned to Escondido after attending the
display at the 1st Recon Battalion.

All

hands visited the 1st Recon Battalion
Command Post en-route to Bodfish. Here
the arrangements were made between Col.
Kershaw, Bill Hay and Hu for the distribution of the books donated by Colonel Oxnam.

The

Bodfish proved to provide the same
service as the USO in Oceanside did in
days of old. The door was open and there
were friends, fellowship and refreshment
within. It was natural for us to migrate
downward for one last time. Here we
would enjoy our last hours together.

There

was talk among the Bodfish regarding the 2010 Reunion.
Someone
stated that the 1st Marine Division Association was entertaining a possible lapse in
reunion for the next year due to financial
problems. It had already been announced
that the 2010 Reunion would be in San Antonio Texas (Y’all).

Bob Luster proudly displays his Bodfish
Life-Membership challenge token.

The

Reunion Detachment (-) continued
to back-paddle in the Bodfish Pool until
hunger pangs overtook them. Remembering that there was a Pizza Hut in the hotel
lobby it was up the ladder and off to the
Hut.

At the

Pizza Hut we found Maury Starr,
a Korean War Marine veteran of Recon Co.
who was alone……..we invited him to join
us and we all gorged ourselves (carbs be
damned) on pizza and Pepsi.

Appetites

sated, we decided to venture
to Sgt. Grunt’s PX. We found the doors
locked and the room empty.
Bill later
learned that they had a personnel problem
and had to close the store earlier….still no
white T shirt with 1st logo for Lew…….and
no more gaudy hatpins this trip.

The

consensus among the Bodfish was
that we would be in San Antonio regardless
of what the Division did. All hands in our
small Detachment (-) agreed to take an
oath to be there. Unable to locate a knife
to draw wrist blood for the oath, we decided
to cross our hearts and drink on it. Issue
settled.

The

time finally arrived for Lew and
Bruce to depart. Lew to his companion
Mary at the park where his fifth wheel was
located and Bruce to begin his long drive
home. We all parted after lingering hugs
and farewells. Only Bill and Hu remained.

Impaired

by the late hour and the impending end of our time together Bill and
Hu left the company of the Bodfish and
rode the lift topside where their respective
bunks were located. Sweet Repose.

The

time worn saying that all good
things must come to an end applied to our
gathering of comrades and friends. The
dawning of Saturday with only two of us
left and a somewhat subdued atmosphere
all around us (others sensed it as well)
meant that it would soon be over for another year.

FAREWELL
TO A RECON WARRIOR

Bill and Hu enjoyed a long leisurely period at breakfast in the hotel restaurant.
Goodbye was saved till after we sat in the
lobby for an hour or so with Bill reluctant
to leave Hu alone.

After a communication breakdown with
the Blue Shuttle driver who told us he was
not Hu’s driver………...and then a
wait……….and then him telling us that he
had been waiting for me……...was confusing. It was probably the best argument
ever seen for and English Language only
nation.
Last

hugs and goodbyes and then the
long hot ride in the shuttle back to LAX.
We had sights of the terrible smoke pillars
rising from the wildfires then consuming
the area around Los Angeles. Once in the
air the scenes of the smoke were spectacular.

Shuttle

to shuttle the week had been
the annual highlight for at least one of the
attendees……………..I suspect that I was
not alone in considering it so.
- HU -

Colonel

Herbert “Dick” Oxnam, USMCR,
mustered out of this mortal life in July of
this year.

Colonel Oxnam was a Platoon Leader in
Reconnaissance Company in Korea where
he participated in the February 1953 action
at “Grey Rock”. Later, he served at a combat outpost on the Jamestown Line where
he was wounded in action.

Those who knew Dick recognized him as
a generous, quiet Christian gentleman who
loved his country and his Corps.

I first met Colonel Oxnam when he
sponsored me as a guest at the 2006 Korean War Recon Marines Reunion in Jacksonville. You may remember how ecstatic I
was at the time. We exchanged emails and
letters thereafter and he proved to be a
source of continual encouragement to me
as I wrote for “Elite”.
- HU -

They Worked and Sweated, Trained and Lived With You
Can You Remember Their Names ??

Unknown #001

Unknown #003 (Hal??)

While we’re reflecting on
the past let us remember
that Christmas is a day
set aside to commemorate
the birth of Jesus Christ in
Bethlehem over two thousand years ago.

Unknown #002

Unknown #004

If you can identify any of these Recon Company people from the 1950’s then let us
know. We will reward you for helping! #003
was in the Comm. Section fer sure.

Can you remember when your rifle was
your own and not the armorer’s? You gave
it a name. You kept it with you in your
barracks and you cleaned and stood inspecteion regularly. You memorized its serial number and you bragged if you had a
Winchester? You could name every single
part of it and could completely disassemble
and reassemble it in a matter of minutes?
And was there a time in your life when you
felt that you were invincible if you had your
rifle, ammunition and a helmet with Marines at each side and behind you?

1

Send an article for publication in the next edition
of this publication

2. Begin planning now to attend the Reunion in San
Antonio in August.

Hu Campbell was amazed to find Buzz
Penland in his Item Company, 2nd ITR
graduation photo. He was there all the
time and Hu didn’t even know him then.

3. Pray for one another and our active duty brothers
wherever they are with special emphasis on 1st
MSOB who are planned to deploy soon.
4.

Send HU Campbell your T-Shirt size. (Don’t lie)

2009 REUNION
THE PLAYERS
Pamela Tucker

Sgt. Robert Luster

O. K. PEOPLE !
LISTEN UP!

Cherie Fisher

This issue was all on me. I will contribute to the next one
but you are required to help. Send something regarding
our common Recon Heritage, our history or about yourself
that relates to the Corps. Unless you want fine print keep it
under two pages. Photos are encouraged…….

Cpl. Bill Hay
Cpl. Hu Campbell

Personal stories would be appropriate. Expect some editing.
Constructive critical comments are welcome. Send suggestions that you think would make this a more worthwhile
endeavor.
Your contributions will help to keep our fellowship alive.
If you don’t have them handy , contact stats for the self appointed editor are:
Recon Reflections
11378 Arcola
Livonia, Michigan 48150
734-425-7819
scoutr831@ameritech.net

Bruce Axberg—his
rank is a secret.
Capt. Llewellyn White

The lovely lady whose
photo is missing, Mary
White, was taking care
of the dog in the airconditioned
Motor
Home while Captain
Lew White attempted
to restrain the rest of
the reunion crowd out
in the 100 + degree
heat.

Semper Fidelis.

HU

DISCLAIMER
Fine Print Follows
Any distinctions made regarding truthfulness or the lack thereof in this publication are made at the risk of the distinctor and
are not the responsibility of the distinctee who caused the distinction to be brought into question. Likewise, all photographs
are to be considered as images only. No reality is either claimed directly or implied indirectly, obtusely or on purpose. No
model releases have been asked for or obtained from anyone victimized digitally. This publication claims no endorsement
from any government agency, Pizza Hut, Mariott Hotels, Buca di Beppo, Jack Daniels Distillery, Café del Sol, the distillers of
American Military Brandy, Nabisco or the Pepsi-Cola Company.

